Drawing Notes:

Disclaimer: Drawings produced by DANOSA UK should be considered non-scalable and for
illustrative purposes only. Issued design principals form instructions for the installation of
DANOSA UK materials only and should be considered as part of an overall design rather
than in isolation. Product 'Technical Datasheets' are available for all DANOSA UK products
and should be consulted in conjunction with all issued DANOSA UK installation instructions.
Drawings are subject to copyright and should not be reproduced without permission.

All substrates should be primed with BITUMEN PRIMER HM.
Structural substrates shown in this drawing are for illustrative
purposes only.

POLYDAN 180-40/P ELAST Capsheet

(or POLYDAN 50/GP ELAST+ GARDEN where planting exists)

20-40mm round washed stone covering shown for illustrative
purposes only.

DURA-DAN ELAST 110/50 Elastomeric Liquid

Parapet outlets should be cast into structural concrete
substrates wherever possible. Where outlets are fitted to
cored holes, the holes should ensure a snug and secure fit to
prevent movement of the outlet (and spigot), and the outlet
should be mechanically fastened to the structural deck.

DANOPREN UPSTAND BOARD
(outlet hole carefully cut through facing)

Note A:
Parapet outlets should be supplied with a clamping grate to
secure the waterproofing system and coupled with a suitable
outlet guard as determined by the flow rate calculation.

POLYDAN 180-40/P ELAST+ HM

(or POLYDAN 180-40/P ELAST+ HM GARDEN where planting exists)

Note B:
DANOFLOW should be turned down at rainwater outlets and
drainage locations.

DURA-DAN REINFORCEMENT MESH

(embedded in DURA-DAN ELAST 110/50 elastomeric liquid)

JacBox Outlet Inspection Chamber
Leafguard & Clamping Grate
(see Note A)

DURA-DAN ELAST 110/50 Elastomeric Liquid
(applied in a single application)

Important Note:
External finishes fall outside
of DANOSA specification.

DANOFLOW
(see Note B)
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